Bare Dean's drink orgy

The time has come for a showdown on the drunken orgies which have been perpetrated each week under the guise of the "Dean's Kaffeeklatsch." DEAN REIKINS MUST BE MADE TO UNDERSTAND THAT SUCH CARRIERS ON CANNOT LONG GO UN-CENSORED.

With the knowledge and cooperation of our formerly upright president, Bank Heeled, the dean has expended the cream of our youth, plying them with undesirable beverages. Apparently Reikins and Heeled are unconcerned by the wrecks they are making of our best young people.

These people are lured to the North Union under pretense of making social contacts and then are exposed to the stupifying influence of cafeteria brew. Their reactions are slowed, a deadly handicap at quiz time. Poisoning their eyesight, the vile drink cripples them when the time comes for alternate-seat exams.

WILL THE TRUSTEES STAND IDLY BY AND PERMIT THIS EXPLOITATION TO GO ON UNINHIBITED? Must we wait until our young, beautiful coeds have had their lovely faces blotted with drink?

We urge students to rise against this menace. ITSA must take sober measures to halt this dissipation.

WHEN A TECHKINS FOOT IS ON THE RAIL, HE CAN'T BE ON THE BALL!

William Randolph Ambulance.

Science fictioners hear power of faith

G. Philip Breitstone, well-known authority on other worlds, addressed the Science-fiction club today on "Faith vs. Atomic Power."

His remarks were reproduced below.

"In these dark ages of the modern enlightened world, we need one thing upon which we can find a firm footing. There must exist, for us a hope upon which we can fasten our hopes and realizations. There must be some substance which surrounds our lives and seems to go beyond our ambitions and abilities. This substance is faith. Why, if you have faith, you can move mountains or even make them come to you. And by George, it's a lot simpler and a lot less trouble when you want a mountain to move faith it over than to fetch it over."

"Suppose you want a mountain moved. The contractors nowadays would rob you church-mouse poor to do the job. But with a little faith we can have that old mountain moved in gig-time. Think of the money you would save. However, if you don't want a mountain moved, there may be something else you want moved. Faith can do the job. It will move everything from spots on the screen to parked cars. But you have to have honest-to-goodness faith. No bargains here. If you want hardened or marked-down faith but real knocked out and a 50 faith."

"Cringing, if you haven't got faith you might as well be dead. There isn't any use in living in this Philistine culture. No sir, if you haven't got faith you might as well give up the ghost."

Pornographers snap at chance for nude deal

Armored 1 campus pornographer club, will hold its party model this evening, behind Clemens' back. Freshly Comstock club president, urges members to bring cameras to this affair. "Last year," he complained, "only one guy brought a camera, and—we discovered later—even it wasn't needed."


Slipstick

Faculty style

What a Cheek
A rich man sent a call to a physician for a slight disorder. The physician felt his pulse and said, "Do you eat well?" "Yes," said the patient. "Do you sleep well?" "I do," said the physician. "I shall give you something to take away all that."* * *

"How does your new-purchased horse answer?" said the late Duke of Cumberland to George Selwyn. "I really don't know," said George, "for I have never asked him a question."* * *

22 Skidoo
Dr. Rickter, taking the portrait of a lady, perceived that when he was working at her mouth she was trying to render it smaller by contracting her lips. "Do not trouble yourself so much, madam," exclaimed the painter; "if you wish, I will draw your face without any mouth at all."* *

The Bristol magistrates were under the duress of great riots scattered through the town. They argued that under the circumstances it was impossible that they could have been collected in one place.* * *

Oh, You Kid
A certain physician was so fond of administering medicines, that, seeing all the phials and pill boxes of his patient completely emptied, and merely put on the table, he said, "Ah, sir, it gives me pleasure to attend you, you deserve to be ill."* * *

An overbearing barrister, endeavouring to brow-beat a witness, told him he could plainly see a rogue in his face. "I never knew till now," replied the witness, "that my face was a looking glass." Phoenix Augustus

Student style

A bachelor is a fellow who never fails to embrace his opportunities freely — and wants to continue to do so.* * *

Two women were discussing a family which had recently moved into their neighborhood. One mentioned that the new arrivals had 13 children. "my heavens," spoke the other, "that was sure must love children, or something."* * *

If one and one are two
And one and one do marry
How is it in a year or less
There’s two and one to carry?* * *

Overheard in the dark: "Hands off, Columbus, you’ve discovered enough for one night."* * *

Girls who wear sweaters
The whole year through
itch to get married
But never do.* * *

"That baby is a determined little infant, isn’t he?" "He’ll have his bottle or bust."* * *

"What kind of dress did she wear to the party last night?"
"I can’t remember, I think it was checked."* * *

"Wow! That must have been some party!"* * *

Techwatch: "There’s a certain reason why I love you.
Girl: "My goodness!
Techwatch: "Don’t be ridiculous."
"I’m losing my touch," said the young lady as she hastily left the cocktail party. * * *

The advantage of being bald is that when her mother walks in all you have to do is straighten your tie.

Caroline Gun

ON CAMPUS OR AT HOME —

You’ll Want Arrow Whites for Easter

No matter which suit you wear—an ARROW white shirt will set it off right! They’re crisp white, impeccably tailored of fine fabric and come in a variety of good looking, perfect fitting Arrow collar.

$3.65 wp

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANKIES • SPORTS SHIRTS

FOR THE EASTER HOLIDAYS —

BUY YOUR ARROW White Shirts Now!

$3.65 wp

We have a fine selection right now. Your favorite ARROW style in the clover style you like—broad spread with French cuffs, and Gordon button down collar. Every shirt hanger cut for better fit. See our new Arrow line, now. $1 up.

Lyttton’s Henry C. Lyttton & Company

FOR ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES

No fooling—it’s really Free!

Kappa Phi Delta SOCIAL
• Cokes with free sinkers
• Dancing
• Entertainment

TONIGHT 8:30
SOUTH UNION
EVERYONE INVITED
Irrationalities of men studied by new maze

By Punn N. Beeta

Dr. Tom Felix of our psychology department, who is well regarded for his experiments with paragraph homeopathy, has just begun work on a new complex home maze. This maze will be used to determine the magnitude of nausea in the home and to test whether they can be controlled.

"Home mazes are used because of the similarity of their nervous system to that of a cat," Dr. Felix said. He believes that if he can operate on the large growth on the front of the brain of the mouse, they will possibly begin to rationalize as we all do.

The mouse's irrationality was demonstrated by the fact that Dylan, Dr. Felix's pet, upon finishing the maze attempted to attack our photographer.

WHAT THE CRITS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT ROUGH CASTINGS' 1930 PRODUCTION,

HAUL IT HOME

Terrific...It's got everything!

Schneck Magazine

It's really heart-warming!

Beida Topper, Chicago Blues

A laugh a minute!

Xenon Xbruh, Chicago Moor-Times

Wonderful songs, superb dancing!

Stribe Magazine

A must for everyone! The season's best!

Walter Vincelli

You'll lose your pants laughing!

Seymour Bar, Chicago Fih

APRIL 13, 14, 15
NSU AUDITORIUM, 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS...60c
BUY THEM NOW AT THE NSU BOOTH!

MINOR MORSELS

Theodore Yeshpilchitz, general manager of the Strand Shadings acting group, has turned a warning to all those foolish enough to buy tickets for this year's show: "Be prepared to put up with the dullest, most incompetent and unprofessional act this campus has ever seen. I shudder to think about it."

In an exclusive interview, Mr. Yeshpilchitz went on to explain: "Originally, the plot was written as a sequel to ITT students; that is, 100 per cent. But when school officials heard of this they made us cut it down to 99 per cent. As you know, the accountants of the NSU auditorium are out of this world, and there's where they belong! There isn't enough lighting and stage equipment to do justice to even a Fisheye review.

"But don't take my word for it. See for yourself just how clumsy things can get. Crash, bang or blip your way to--you'll appreciate the show. Remember, the show must go on—we need the money."

Fred W. Atsunsb, factory superintendent of the Anheuser-Busch shoe company, will deliver a speech to the local chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Maroons at 7 P.M. in NSU. Water Colored, Sam Goop, announced the meeting somewhat rudely. "Our organization is dedicated to movies and brewery trips. We got tired of the old days."

Curt Collier explained that he had intended to get the brewmaster of the Nues-Bush brewery.

Camels for Mildness

You Camels are SO MILD that is a non-testing test of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days, amid threat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported.

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!
HIDDEN IN THE SCUFFLE, a basketball studioares in this photo of a Tech-Milwaukee Teachers bucket brawl. Can you find it?

Hurry, hurry, do not tarry
Send your ball to Unkle Larry

Sky canons! Turn your eyes earthward. Join the Technology News sport staff in their hunt for the elusive three-dimensional cannon. All types of remarkable prizes are being offered, among them being a cyclotron, a second subsah to one of the daggers in Charlie's hot-plate. The contest rules are so simple that any fool can understand them. First, observe the above picture. Can you locate the kiddle a half? If so, tear off the head of your nearest graver, and deposit together with your entry in the Technology News mail box. South Street office.

Each application must include the following: A set of

THIS IS NO JOKE!

GET RICH QUICK

In your spare time sell room air-conditioning equipment.

CONTACT

HARRIS SUPPLY CO.
1710 S. Michigan Blvd.
Webster 9-2700

The Rebel Grill is one of the favorite on-campus haunts of students at the University of Mississippi. That's because the Rebel Grill is a friendly place, always full of the busy atmosphere of college life. There is always plenty of ice-cold Coca-Cola, too. For here, as in college gathering spots everywhere—Coke belongs.

American Pencil Company, Hoboken, New Jersey

THE PRESS

Coca-Cola

Ask for it everywhere... ask trade-owners name the same thing.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF CHICAGO, INC.
© 1936, the Coca-Cola Company

FRIDAY, MARCH 31

ARP. Church, 10 p.m., NU and

Dana Hall, 9:30 p.m., Res.

SSMM. St. Mary, 3 p.m., NU.

MONDAY, APRIL 3

ARP. Church, 10 p.m., NU and

EPL. 3 p.m., Res. and girls.

Dana Hall, 9:30 p.m., NU.

SSMM. St. Mary, 3 p.m., NU.

TUESDAY, APRIL 4

ARP. 9 a.m., Res. conf. engine

INF. 10 a.m., NU and

EPL. 9:30 a.m., NU.

Dana Hall, 9:30 p.m., NU.

SSMM. St. Mary, 3 p.m., NU.

EPL. 4:30 p.m., NU.

THURSDAY, APRIL 6

ARP. 10 a.m., Res. conf. engine

INF. 10 a.m., NU and

Dana Hall, 9:30 p.m., NU.

SSMM. St. Mary, 3 p.m., NU.

EPL. 4:30 p.m., NU.

SSMM. St. Mary, 5 p.m., St. Mary.

Dana Hall, 9:30 p.m., NU.

SATURDAY, APRIL 8

ARP. 10 a.m., Res. conf. engine

INF. 10 a.m., NU and

EPL. 4:30 p.m., NU.

SSMM. St. Mary, 3 p.m., NU.

SSMM. St. Mary, 4:30 p.m., St. Mary.

This is a call for the first time to the annual meeting of the Student Senate of the University of Mississippi. All students are invited to attend. The meeting will be held on Monday, April 3, at 4:30 p.m. in the Student Union Building. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss important issues related to student life and to elect new officers for the Student Senate. The Senate is responsible for overseeing the activities of the student government at the University of Mississippi.

The Student Senate is the official voice of the student body at the University of Mississippi. It has the power to make decisions on a wide range of issues, including student services, university policies, and budget matters. The Senate is made up of elected representatives from each college and department on campus.

The Student Senate meeting is open to all students, and anyone is encouraged to attend and participate in the discussion. If you have any questions or concerns about student life, or if you simply want to learn more about the work of the Student Senate, please come out to the meeting on Monday, April 3.
Twins find grade racket a breeze

When I entered "Tech-ed" ten years ago there was a certain pair of promoting twins. They signed up for our curriculum since they were promoters and not jerks. Jack would take all the obvious and intuitive courses while which one may easily get "D"s— if he talks himself. Dick naturally was a student leader, holding elective offices and a top position on publications.

They had a wonderful record; they got out in four years! Of course they were perfectly balanced in their personalities. Jack had a part-time job while being a full-time student in order to make the necessary half million that would see the boys through after they got out of the institution. Dick spent the money in attempting to keep pace, by leading a wild social life, and doing a lot of promenading with small returns.

I remember well the day they got their diploma. They were the only normal ones in the whole cut-creased, jabbering graduating class.

Then they got jobs, using duplicate copies of the same transcript. By putting forth unusual efforts, they surmounted all obstacles. Six years later they were earning the engineers pay of $27 monthly as bybo experts.

Last I heard, they were married. Wonder who the girl is?

--- DON'T BUY AN OBSOLETE CAR NOW ---
WAIT UNTIL WE HIT THE MARKET WITH THE NEW 1953 PFILG

The car with the step-in design!

"PLUG ALONG WITH A PFILG"
Snake through traffic with our pedestrian bissor
See our synchronous convertible model
STARTS WITH A SNAP OF YOUR WRIST
You'll like our integrated
differential and worm-skin upholstery
IF YOU'RE A SMOKER, THERE'S A PFILG IN YOUR FUTURE

Everybody talks about PLEASURE, but only ONE cigarette has really done something about it. That cigarette is Philip Morris.

Remember: less irritation means more pleasure. And Philip Morris is the ONE cigarette proved definitely less irritating, definitely milder, than any other leading brand.
NO OTHER CIGARETTE CAN MAKE THAT STATEMENT.

YOU'LL BE GLAD TOMORROW---
YOU SMOKED PHILIP MORRIS TODAY!

CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS

--- PHILIP MORRIS ---

In just a few seconds you can prove
Philip Morris
is definitely less irritating than the brand you're now smoking!
Rape on Ogden field!

Rape will soon be raging on Ogden field, according to an announcement by Regur Pardon, Superintendent of Pubbleing and Cof- fec Grounds. "We are seeing rape on Ogden Field," Pardon de- scribed. "Already one tract has been planted, and the seeds are to be planted immediately."

Rape was selected in preference to loquats or some other similar plant, Pardon explained, because it grows profusely with a minimum of attention. "It will keep the dust down, and we may later be able to fence in the field and raise some hogs or sheep on it," Pardon observed.

IVAS seeks converts from midists' camp

Members of the ITT chapter of the Inter-Varsity Agrostomists So- ciety met Tuesday for the first time to discuss plans for an active program of debates this semester.

Franz Joseph Murphy, club president, gave a talk entitled, "Men Always Have Black Coats!" After the meet- ing, the members had lunch at a nearby midists camp, seeking con- verts among those who will not have the wool pulled over their eyes.

Lectures planned for future meetings this semester include such topics as, "Is Christianity Incredulous?" "Can God Believe in the Socialist?" "Is God Made in Man's Image?" and "Is the Bible a Historical Fiction or a Tribal Handbook?"

The IVAS also has plans for the presentation of movies for the pleasures of all Yowblers. One new film to be shown at the next meet- ing is entitled, "Going my Way, Nowhere." All students, regardless of lack of test, financing, or political considerations, are invited to attend," said I. R. Natan, secretary.

Fried profs add gaiety to JW-OH

Junior Week-Open House started off with a bang this year—a bang heard around the campus building system. The more of the year, a certain group of fancy pants, while barn, with a red nose and features to match, was to christen the Tombstone with a bottle of flat beer but missed the mark, splashing stale beer over both the MC and the Woman of the Year. She, in turn, called him a lousy DOG (Doe of Student) and slapped him with her registration gift. The University Report of a Woman's viewpoint.

One of the lighter features planned for the foray was sponsored by the Ethos (Hon- orary Engineers), who will exhibit an electric chair, in which the department's in- structs will try to a golden brown. This exhibit, of course, will run only as long as the supply of instructors lasts.

By popular demand the first to mount the platform will be Dr. C. E. Done, bashed by students for his timely exam result. ("The test will be at one a. m. tomorrow, kids, that way there will surely be no conflicts.") His family life was recently revealed in the best-seller, "Chapin the Great."

Agriculture upset by TN cliche list

Price cliche collected from past dates stories and club meeting an- nouncements were released today by Technology News editors. The purposes of illustration they are combined into a single article in itself.

Everybody is welcome to the big- est event of the season. A dynamic speaker will give an interesting talk, presenting something differ- ent to the audience. This unusual event should be attended by all students, Dons Jukins says.

Commenting on the nature of the cliche, editor Fred Michigan stated, "Though we got some new ones, we will have to plant potatoes in March."

At WISCONSIN and Colleges

and Universities throughout

the country CHESTERFIELD is

the largest-selling cigarette.*

DENNIS MORGAN

Famous Wisconsin Alumnus, says:

"Chesterfield satisfies because it's
MILD. It's my cigarette."

Dennis Morgan

CO-STARING IN

"PERFECT STRANGERS"
A WARNER STH ill PRODUCTION

A buy CHESTERFIELD

They're MILD! They're TOPS! -1

Copyright 1931, Loew's Inc. Tobacco Co.

By Recent National Survey

*100% Milder than any cigarette you buy.